Drury/Opaheke Plan Change

“Kaua te tau e pokea,
Kaua te tau e rewanatia,
Koia hoki te tuturutanga I heke iho nei I o tatou tupuna”
“Let us not be greedy,
Let the land remain whole as handed down by our ancestors
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 The landscape surrounding the project area contains a wide variety of important
Ngāti Tamaoho sites. It lies at the centre of one of the most important areas in
Ngati Tamaoho’s rohe.
1.2 To the west lies the bountiful Pāhurehure Inlet and the wider Mānukau Harbour,
the food baskets and highways of Ngāti Tamaoho’s rohe. These waterways were
the spiritual, cultural and economic heart of our peoples way of life. We are a
people begotten from these very waters through our tupuna Pāpaka of the Tainui
Waka.
1.3 To the south lie the fertile plains of Ramarama, Ararimu, Paerata and Tuhimata.
These areas were some of our peoples most intensively settled places including
many strategic pā taua and papakāinga situated along overland travel routes.
1.4 To the east lies an area once cloaked in native forested with the formidable
Hūnua Ranges to the south-east. This area includes the famous pā taua Puke-okoiwi-riki, now more commonly known as Pukekiwiriki. This was one of our
peoples most important pa sites, with the Te Aparangi papakainga located below.
Many other important sites lie in these foothills, including wahi tapu, papakainga,
waka building sites and birding areas.
1.5 Finally, to the north lies the Papakura and Takanini area. These areas contained
many smaller wahi nohoanga throughout the vast wetland ecosystem. This area
was essential to Ngati Tamaoho for the food resources of the ngahere , as well as
the building materials and rongoa available from the wetlands and forest fringes.
1.6 For Ngāti Tamaoho, our lands and waters are the basis for life itself. We have long
valued the rich, fertile soil across much of Tāmaki Makaurau. This was land in
which crops flourished, beside wetlands, waterways and harbours which
supported rich fisheries.
1.7 Although large parts of the Tāmaki Isthmus was cleared of bush, significant areas
remained within Ngāti Tamaoho’s rohe, particularly in Te Hūnua – the forested
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Hūnua range to the east – but also around the Mānukau harbour and its lush
wetlands.
1.8 The wetlands also featured numerous creeks and together these productive
waterways were a key resource for Ngāti Tamaoho. These awa also formed a
communications and transport network for waka. Wetland ecosystems were
prominent around this project area.
1.9 Ngāti Tamaoho’s rohe constituted a strategic position in relation to Tāmaki
Makaurau, through which many people passed and in which numerous groups
lived.
1.10 Securing Ngāti Tamaoho rights to this area required developing and maintaining
a number of complex inter-tribal relationships and managing the rich resources
of the harbour and the wetlands around its shore.
1.11 The Manukau harbour and adjacent wetlands, waterways, and dry land were
used extensively, particularly during the summer months. Fishing camps were
established, although resources other than fisheries were utilised, including
timber, birds, plant fibres (such as harakeke), and rongoa.
1.12 The reliance (if not over-reliance) of Pakeha writers on archaeological evidence
of the occupation of the area by Ngāti Tamaoho and related tribes reflects the
enormous and rapid loss of land that occurred after 1840. This removed Ngāti
Tamaoho from most of our tribal lands, and many of the cultural practices
associated with the land were ended.
1.13 It was only much later in the colonial period that pollution, drainage, reclamation
and overfishing began to devastate Ngāti Tamaoho’s traditional food sources in
the Mānukau harbour and its adjacent waterways.

2.0 Opaheke Cultural Landscape
2.1 The area lies in an area that was an important traditional food basket for our
people. The area was surrounded by low lying wetland (part of the wider
Mangapikopiko wetland) and native forest on higher ground.
2.2 The control and use of the area by Ngāti Tamaoho allowed our tūpuna to manage
the movement of people and goods throughout our rohe and was therefore a
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symbol of our kaitiakitanga and mana. By controlling this crucial intersection, our
people were able to exercise rangatiratanga for our lands and waters,
kaitiakitanga for these environments and resources, and manaakitanga for our
whanaunga who wished to pass through.
2.3 This area is also part of the complex ecosystem and rich cultural landscape of
Takanini/Kirikiri, which includes a diverse range of sites and area. Traditionally
occupation sites were mostly concentrated at strategic points of the shoreline,
with the awa fringes and parts of the low-lying hinterland being occupied by a
rich wetland ecosystem.
2.4 This wetland was an invaluable cultural and practical resource to our tūpuna who
used it to collect rongoā and building materials as well as to fish, hunt waterfowl
and gather food. This connected to the larger Mangapikopiko wetland ecosystem
around the area now known as Papakura, formerly known as Wharekawa.
2.5 These wetland areas were also important for their vegetation including kahikatea
across the peninsula, with tōtara, karaka, taraire, pūriri, pukatea, kohekohe and
tītoki found at better-drained locations. Along the wetland margins could be
found valuable materials including harakeke, raupō, and mānuka as well as food
sources such as the mauku.
2.6 Traditional evidence, along with modern archaeological studies of the region,
suggests that the high ground of the area was heavily forested prior to the 19th
century. This forest was a highly valued resource base for Ngāti Tamaoho and
other hapu in the surrounding pā and kāinga.
2.7 Densely forested areas were regarded as deeply tapu by Ngāti Tamaoho as they
were the domain of Tane, the Patupaiarehe and other deities. Resources could
only be collected from the forest with the permission of these deities through the
correct karakia and rituals.
2.8 Moreover, Ngāti Tamaoho often used such forested areas for ritual spaces and
urupa.
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“Forest in the Waikato” George French Angas, Alexander Turnbull Library PUBL-0029-245
2.9 The resources available from the forests were highly valued and, in many cases,
essential for survival. Rauaruhe (bracken fern) was prominent in the area and
used for a variety of purposes including preserving shellfish and protecting the
kumara harvest from kiore.
2.10 Manuka wood was harvested to make implements including clubs and spears,
while the leaves were used to repel insects. Kowhai roots were used for the
creation of fish-hooks and the bark juice used to heal wounds. Kareao
(Supplejack) was essential for making hinaki (eel pots) and young, tender shoots
could be eaten while traveling. The various trees of the forest, especially Totara,
were harvested for the construction of whare-pou and waka.
2.11 To the north-east lies Puke-o-koiwi-riki (Pukekiwiriki), known in ancient times as
Paritaiuru. Puke-o-koiwi-riki is an ancient site of great significance to Ngāti
Tamaoho. It has a long history of occupation stretching back to the time of Ngā
Oho and Ngā Iwi, among the original inhabitants of Tāmaki Makaurau. The
maunga and its naturally fortified pā taua remained important during the time of
Wai O Hua, acting as an important outpost along the route between
Maungakiekie and Te Hūnua.
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3.0 Mānukau Harbour
3.1 Of crucial importance of this project area is its proximity to the Te Mānukanuka
O Hoturoa (Mānukau Harbour), only a short waka journey to the west.
3.2 Since ancient times Ngāti Tamaoho have continued to exercise our traditional
fishing rights over the Mānukau Harbour and continue to treat each creek, inlet
and stream of the harbour as an essential part of that entity.
3.3 The inherent quality of the water and its ability to heal is essential to the spiritual
sustenance Ngāti Tamaoho derive from the Harbour.
3.4 Our tūpuna left us this message:
“…leave the Mānukau Harbour and it’s estuaruies alone and it will heal itself. Stop
reclaiming the tidal foreshores and building motorways over the feeding grounds of
our fisheries and destroying our shellfish beds and elements of the spawning grounds.”i
3.5 As the Waitangi Tribunal found when it investigated the Mānukau claim in 1985,
Ngāti Tamaoho have “a special relationship with the harbour.” Thus, it was said
that:
“The Mānukau not only belongs to us but we to it. We are a people begotten from
within the depths of its waters.”
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Mānukau Harbour plan by Commander Drury, 1853.
Ngāti Tamaoho pointed to the traditional history of the harbour embodied in our marae,
Whatapaka:
“We of Whatapaka claim descent from Paapaka. It is our indisputable right with the
rest of the Mānukau tribes, that we are the guardians, or, in legislative language, the
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rightful owners of the whole of the Mānukau Harbour, the surface of its waters, and
all life within its depths. We proclaim to you, the Mānukau waters and all life forms
within it are our whanaunga.
Paapaka is not common knowledge to the outside world, we have guarded him and
revered him through hundreds of generations. Now, we lift the tapu. We have no
choice. His turangawaewae, our turangawaewae, his feeding grounds, our feeding
grounds and our mana, are in danger of union with the void.
...we of Whatapaka, jointly with other tribes of the Mānukau, will physically and
spiritually cleanse the waters of our Harbour. ...
We the tribes of the Mānukau are the whanaunga of the life in the Mānukau Harbour
waters. We are one and the same.
... The fact is our turangawaewae is more water than land.”ii
3.6 Ngāti Tamaoho developed an integrated and sustainable economy, based on
kaimoana, mahinga kai, and cultivation. The forested hills, rivers, wetlands,
waterways, foreshore, harbour, and sea formed the major components of this
economy.
3.7 Ngāti Tamaoho possess an intimate understanding of these resources and of the
environment within which they lived. This knowledge was preserved and passed
down through the generations; being bound up with and contributing to cultural
practices and spiritual beliefs.
3.8 This complex system of tikanga is the means of ordering and controlling
relationships with and the management and use of resources. Backed by various
sanctions, it formed the crucial element in the successful regulation and
maintenance of a relationship with Te Taiao, the natural world.
3.9 These mechanisms ensured ongoing and sustainable use of resources. As Ngāti
Tamaoho told the Tribunal in 1985:
“Our people were and still are the greatest conservationists. We had special seasons
put aside for fishing, different from bay to bay. For Kaitarakihi, the season was
November to the end of January. They chose normally the 3 tides before full moon,
spring-tide, and some 2 hours before high water.”
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3.10 For Ngāti Tamaoho, management of resources meant using different resources
at different times of the year, as part of an annual cycle that ensured resources
were not exhausted and could be relied upon to provide for the people in the
following year.iii
3.11 As they explained to the Tribunal, the bays of the Mānukau each had “their own
specific controls in times of fishing,” and each was known for its particular
bounty. For instance:
“Awhitu was famed for its catches of shark and dogfish. Taro was also in abundance
beside the streams. It was first planted there by the Tainui occupants. The streams
were clean then, full of eels, and all along the shore-line at low tide were large
quantities of shellfish. This situation lasted until the early nineteenth century, which is
when the abuse of the Mānukau waters first began.”
3.12 Thus, each area of the Mānukau and its tributaries and inlets had a body of
traditional knowledge surrounding its use. This is as true for the area of the
proposed Bellfield Road development as it is for anywhere else.
3.13 The late Dr. Ranginui Walker wrote of the kowharu, a shellfish similar to scallops
or toheroa but which is known only to Ngāti Tamaoho and our whanaunga, who
find it in deep mud in about 1.5 metres of water in the channels of the Mānukau
at low tide. This intimate knowledge was held close by the people for
generations, but the rapid loss of resources in the last half-century requires that
such knowledge be made public in order that what is left might be saved.
3.14 In evidence to the Waitangi Tribunal, the former abundance of the harbour was
contrasted with the modern-day scarcity of the harbour’s resources. For the
Poukai held at Whatapaka in 1984, Ngāti Tamaoho – a people who spring from
the very harbour itself and who have been sustained by it for centuries – had to
buy in the kaimoana that our manuhiri eagerly anticipated.
3.15 Like other hapu, Ngāti Tamaoho developed a body of tikanga which governed
our relationship with the natural world and our sustainable use of its resources.
Kaitiakitanga and a strong conservation ethic underpinned this relationship.
3.16 Of particular importance to Ngāti Tamaoho was the south-eastern shore of the
Mānukau, dominated by the Pahurehure Inlet. The shoreline of the inlet was
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dotted with small fishing settlements interspersed with larger kāinga such as
Ōpaheke, Hingaia, and Wharekawa.
3.17 Developments here effect the Otuwairoa, the Pāhurehure and the wider
Mānukau.
4.0 Awa/Waterways
4.1 The project area was traditionally characterised by wetland ecosystem. This
included the many awa (waterways) which flowed through the area.
4.2 Ngāti Tamaoho have strong cultural, traditional and historic links with the waters
of our rohe. From them come the means for survival by way of piharau, tuna and
other fresh water species.
4.3 Traditionally, they provided the main means of travel and trade to many
otherwise inaccessible parts of the rohe during ancient times. Their springs also
provided a key source of fresh water, essential for survival. Thus, they were the
connecting tissue between the many kāinga, pā and cultivation throughout the
rohe.
4.4 Moreover, they were a source of great mana for Ngāti Tamaoho. Their use for
travel, resources and kai was closely governed by complex principles of tikanga.
Sometimes their use was shared and at other times it was used by other tribes
on a reciprocal basis.
4.5 Prior to deforestation of their catchment, the drainage of the Papakura area, and
other contributing factors, theses awa would have been far wider, deeper and
faster flowing. Traditional evidence recalls that the rivers in this area were
navigable for several miles inland.
4.6 Ngāti Tamaoho often built settlements at the mouths of rivers to benefit from
their great wealth of freshwater species. Tuna were harvested with nets or weirs
(pātuna) built across strategic parts of the rivers. Ngāti Tamaoho were experts at
the sustainable use of the resources of these awa.
4.7 The lives of the people were closely intertwined with the quantity and quality of
the freshwater that was available to them. It provide habitat and spawning
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grounds for native plants, bird and fish, building and weaving materials such as
raupo and flax, and precious medicines and dyes.
4.8 Modifications to waterways and their catchment areas have significantly altered
the relationship of Ngāti Tamaoho with these resources.
4.9 The protection of freshwater resources remains one of most important parts of
the responsibilities of Ngāti Tamaoho as kaitiaki of the environment and our rohe.
4.10 Ngāti Tamaoho believe that each waterway carries its own mauri. A water body
with a healthy mauri will sustain healthy ecosystems, support cultural uses and
mahinga kai, and be a source of pride and identity to the tangata whenua.
4.11 The waters that surround the project area are also significant for the wāhi tapu
and urupā they pass through. The Kirikiri (Waipokapu/Hays Stream), for example,
flows past the former Te Aparangi papakāinga and Pukekiwiriki pā and brings with
it the tapu associated with those places to be returned to Te Mānukanuka o
Hoturoa.
4.12 Ngāti Tamaoho have strong cultural, traditional and historic links with the waters
of our lands. The rivers are the life-blood of our rohe.
4.13 From them come the means for survival by way of piharau, tuna, inanga, kokupu,
koura and other fresh-water species.
4.14 The project area includes parts of the Ngakoroa stream, as well as being adjacent
to the Maketu and Hingaia stream and their catchments. These are some of the
most important streams in Ngāti Tamaoho rohe.
4.15 The lives of the people were closely intertwined with the quantity and quality of
the freshwater that was available to them. It provide habitat and spawning
grounds for native plants, bird and fish, building and weaving materials such as
raupo and flax, and precious medicines and dyes.
4.16 Ngāti Tamaoho believe that each waterway carries its own mauri. A water body
with a healthy mauri will sustain healthy ecosystems, support cultural uses and
mahinga kai, and be a source of pride and identity to the tangata whenua.
4.17 The waters that surround the project area are also significant for the wāhi tapu
and urupā they pass through. The Ngakoroa for example, flows past several wahi
tapu on its way toward Te Mānukanuka o Hoturoa (Manukau Harbour).
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5.0 Land Alienation
5.1 The area project area was alienated from Ngāti Tamaoho and our whanaunga
through several land ‘sales’ during the 1850’s. The ‘purchase’ comprised a Pākehā
legal concept being imposed on traditional Māori land ownership. The process
was conducted in, at the minimum, astounding ignorance of the traditonal rights
over these areas. The reuslt of the fraudulent and deceitful nature of these
proceedings was the alienation of huge parts of our peoples lands that they did
not wish to nor agree to sell. They were never compensated for this loss and it
was by this deception the land came into Pākehā ownership.

6.0 Great South Road and the Waikato Invasion
6.1 The Kirikiri area contains many wāhi tapu for Ngāti Tamaoho as a result of its
invovlement in the 1863 invasion of the Waikato. For instance the Ring’s/Kirikiri
Redoubt was established as part of a long chain of military establishments
beginning in Auckland and ending on the banks of the Waikato near Te Ia Roa.
These bases were built, along with the Great South Road, to form a defended
supply line into the Waikato for the purpose of a full scale military invasion.
6.2 These redoubts were an integral part of this process and represents the
atrocities of the invasion and subsequent raupatu. As such, they are of great
significance to Ngāti Tamaoho as a reminder of our tūpuna and the things they
fought for. This makes the area an important part of Ngāti Tamaoho’s identity
and an important part of our people’s history.
6.3 Ngāti Tamaoho prisoners were held at the stockade at Drury during July 1863
and from there moved to Otahuhu camp. Many of the prisoners were children
and the elderly and reports are that they were not treated well.
6.4 In 1859-1860, while Governor George Grey had been discussing his proposed
new institutions with the iwi and hapu of the region, preparations for war were
already underway. In 1861 the Crown pushed on with construction of the Great
South Road as a military supply line and built a series of forts, stockades and
13

fortified posts, a number of which were located near Ngāti Tamaoho
settlements.

6.5 The purpose of these redoubts was to protect the military supply line along the
Great South Road and to guard Auckland against an imagined attack from
Waikato.
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St John's Redoubt, Papatoetoe 1863, Arthur Morrow, Auckland War Memorial Museum
6.6 Ngāti Tamaoho watched the developments throughout 1861 and 1862 with
growing alarm. At the beginning of February 1861 Maori told Resident Magistrate
Henry Halse that they regarded the erection of stockades as a direct threat.
According to Halse they said '"ma te kanohi e titiro"; if built and occupied by
Pakeha, no notice will be taken, but if occupied by soldiers "ta Waikato pai"...'.
Ring’s Redoubt, as with all the other stockades, were indeed occupied by soldiers.
6.7 On July 9, 1863 Grey ordered all Maori living between Auckland and the Waikato
River to immediately take an oath of allegiance to the Queen and give up their
arms. Any who refused were ordered to retire to beyond the Mangatawhiri River.
Those failing to comply were to be forcibly 'ejected' from their settlements.iv On
July 12, General Cameron crossed the Mangatawhiri river near Te Ia Roa, thereby
signalling the start of the Waikato War.
6.8 The war and subsequent confiscation severed Ngāti Tamaoho’s ability to connect
with our whenua and rendered the tribe effectively landless. The effects of these
actions continue to affect Ngāti Tamaoho to this day.
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7. Archaeology
7.1 Relatively few archaeological sites have been recorded in Drury. This can be
misleading when individuals and organisations rely on archaeological findings as
evidence of importance to tangata whenua. It has been Ngāti Tamaoho’s
experience that many developers and regulatory bodies will often use a lack of
archaeological records on a site to surmise that it is of little traditional importance
and that substantial modifications can proceed unimpeded. For this reason we
include the section below.
7.2 For Ngāti Tamaoho, there is no such thing as an isolated site of importance. All
sites are connected under Ranginui and by Papatuanuku. Sites are treasured in
their own right but also exist within a tightly connected web of association. Just as
no person exists in isolation within their iwi/hapu, no site exists in isolation within
the rohe.
7.3 In many cases the existence of smaller archaeological sites, such as those found in
Drury or Te Maketu, are indicative of far wider traditional use of the area.
7.4 The areas of the Lower Waikato, Franklin, Pukekohe, Te Hunua, Ramarama,
Papakura etc. have not been surveyed archeaologically. The sites that have been
located in these areas are often the results of individual land developments that
have haphazardly found archaeological remains.
7.5 No substantive archaeological study has been undertaken of our Ngāti Tamaoho’s
rohe.
7.6 The lack of recorded archaeological sites points to a lack of investigation rather
than a lack of traditional use or importance. This is a simple fact often overlooked
by developers and regulatory bodies.
7.7 Archaeological sites which remain should be thought of as historic and cultural
icebergs. Each site shows only a tiny glimpse on the surface of the true importance
and use of the area which is now obscured by time.
7.8 It is often the case that the lack of recorded archaeological sites in an area will lead
developers or planners to the erroneous view that the area has little historical
significance or significance to tangata whenua. This is a false assumption.
7.9 For Ngāti Tamaoho the site of the proposed development is significant, both
traditionally and culturally, for reasons that will be outlined below.
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8. Traditional History
8.1 For Ngāti Tamaoho, the lands and waters are the basis for life itself. Our people
have long valued the rich, fertile soil from the volcanic ash and lava strewn across
much of Tamaki Makaurau and the Lower Waikato. This was land in which crops
flourished, beside wetlands, waterways and harbours which supported prolific
fisheries.
8.2 Although parts of Tamaki and the Lower Waikato were cleared of bush, significant
areas remained within Ngāti Tamaoho’s rohe, particularly in Te Hunua,
Pukekohekohe, Ramarama, Te Maketu, Mauku, Te Puni and many other places.
8.3 These forested areas were incredibly important to our people. From them our
tūpuna gathered building materials, medicines and tools. They also provided food
by way of the incredible bird-life they supported and the many plant species that
were part of our peoples staple diet.
8.4 They were also defensive areas where our people could gather during times of
war. They’re intimate knowledge of these areas allowed them to remain unaccosted when times were tough.
8.5 Denser forested areas also often contained wahi tapu. Urupa and tuahu could be
found in these places hidden under the protection of the children of Tane. In other
cases deep forest was the domain of the Patupairehe and Turehu and was
considered a wahi tapu in full.
8.6 Many forested areas, were also home to important trails and overland routes
which connected pa, papakainga and other sites throughout the rohe. Their use
and control was of great importance to our tupuna.
8.7 The project area also contained many awa and wetland ecosystems. These were a
key resource for Ngāti Tamaoho. The awa formed a communications and transport
network for waka while the wetlands were important places for food, building,
and medicinal resources.
8.8 Ngāti Tamaoho’s rohe constituted a very strategic position in relation to Tāmaki
Makaurau, through which many people passed and in which numerous groups
lived. It was a hub which connected the Waikato and Tamaki districts as it does
today. Drury was key to this connection.
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8.9 Securing Ngāti Tamaoho’s ancestral rights to this area required developing and
maintaining a number of complex inter-tribal relationships and managing the rich
resources of our rohe.
8.10

The reliance (if not over-reliance) of Pakeha writers on archaeological evidence

of the occupation of the area by Ngāti Tamaoho and related tribes reflects the
enormous and rapid loss of land that occurred after 1840. This removed Ngāti
Tamaoho from most of their tribal lands, and many of the cultural practices
associated with the land were ended.
8.11

It was only much later in the colonial period that pollution, drainage,

reclamation and overfishing began to devastate Ngāti Tamaoho’s traditional food
sources in the Manukau harbour and its adjacent waterways.
8.12

Inland the same damage was wrought by forest clearance, introduced species,

road construction and the systematic destruction of Aotearoa’s natural
environment by ‘acclimatisation societies’ established throughout the country.
8.13

As the natural environment was modified and destroyed, the land was also

slowly removed from Ngāti Tamaoho’s traditional and ancestral ownership. This
was done by imposing western legal concepts over Te Ao Māori. These included
individual land ownership, permanent land sale, individual land title succession
and many more. Where land was unable to be taken by these means, outright
confiscation was used. This occurred from 1863-1865 and included most of Ngāti
Tamaoho’s most important places. One of these was Tuhimata.

9. Te Maketu
9.1 Te Maketu is an ancient complex of sites lying to the east of the proposed CSL
Precint. It is one of our peoples most important areas and contains many wahi
tapu including many large urupa.
9.2 The complex includes at least 4 pā sites of varying ages, some being very ancient
and amoung the earliest in Tāmaki and the Waikato. It also includes papakainga,
building and construction sites, tool making sites, resource gathering areas, tuahu,
wahi tapū, and urupa.
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9.3 Te Maketu is an area that includes important Ngāti Tamaoho sites, evidence of
which can still be seen today. It is an area of ancient Maori occupation, dating back
to the earliest settlement of the region. Te Maketu quickly became one of the most
important Maori sites in the Auckland region and has remained so ever since.
9.4 There are several large pā at Te Maketu along with associated settlements,
cultivations and urupa. The pā and settlements were home to many important
Ngāti Tamaoho tūpuna and acted as strategic defence points during conflict.
9.5 The fertile volcanic soils sustained a large population and provided goods to be
traded with the many visitors who travelled through the area.
9.6 The urupa at Te Maketu were in use from early settlement until the beginning of
the Waikato War, making the area one of supreme spiritual and traditional
significance.
9.7 The cultivations of Te Maketu were famous throughout the region owing to the
rich volcanic soil and well irrigated lands. In addtition to the tradtional crops such
as kumara, taro, hue, and uwhi, our tūpuna planted peach trees (later to become
synonymous with this area), fig trees, and cape gooseberries.
9.8 During the 19th century, as the township of Auckland grew to the north, the
cultivations became partly commercial. It was common to see peach traders from
Te Maketu trading in the early Auckland markets.
9.9 Evidence suggests that a flower mill was built at Te Maketu during this period to
grind the maize and wheat grown nearby. This made Te Maketu an agricultural
hub for the wider region.
9.10

Te Maketu and the surrounding areas were also ideally placed for trade being

on the ancient Ararimu track. This was the main route of communication between
Auckland, Waikato, and the Hauraki Gulf for centuries before being superseded by
the Great South Road and the advent of war. The track passed through Papakura,
skirting the Papakura wetland areas and passing through the Hunua foot hills
before meeting the Mangatawhiri Creek which provided one of the main waka
routes to the Waikato and the Hauraki Gulf.
9.11

Access to Te Maketu, Drury and Ramarama was also provided by Hingaia and

Maketu Streams (tributaries of Karaka Creek). Despite being shallow in summer
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they were deep and easily navigable in winter, allowing access from the Manukau
to very near the pā sites.
9.12

These are only a few of the many sites where Maori use and occupation has

been recorded around the Te Maketu area. Terraces, stone-works, cultivations,
urupa, kumara pits, and fortifications exist all over this area and are testament to
its importance to Ngāti Tamaoho and the other iwi who occupied it.
9.13

Traditional evidence records that the area may have supported up to 2,000

people. Important areas were set aside for collecting material to make nets and
baskets, collecting rongoa for medicinal purposes, collecting plants from which to
derive dyes for clothing and artwork.
9.14

Special places were also set aside for carving of items for whare, warfare and

arts & crafts. Places for canoe building and places for making and repairing nets;
all of which are tapu sites. Many great waka were built by the tūpuna that lived in
this region.
9.15

During the early 1860s, as tensions between the Crown and Maori escalated,

Te Maketu became an important strategic and defensive position for Ngāti
Tamaoho and their Waikato allies. The areas strategic location made it an ideal
defensive position in the early phases of the war. It was a crucial part of the early
resitance mounted by Ngāti Tamaoho and our whanaunga of Waikato.
9.16

However, colonial troops pushed passed Te Maketu with the Great South Road

and eventually destroyed many sites in the complex after Ngāti Tamaoho were
forced from their lands.
9.17

Following the Waikato war, Te Maketu was confiscated as part of the 19,000

acre Pokeno Block.
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Environment
1. BACKDROP
It is vital for the people of Tamaoho that three key considerations are provided for
regarding any development;
•

•

That the mana of our people is upheld, acknowledged and respected That our
people have rangatiratanga (opportunity to participate, be involved and contribute
to decision making) over our ancestral Taonga
That as kaitiaki we fulfil our obligation and responsibility to our environment in
accordance with our customs passed down and to be accountable to the people
(current and future generations) in these roles as custodians.

2. Kaitiakitanga
2.1 This knowledge of the workings of the environment and the perceptions of humanity as
part of the natural and spiritual world is expressed in the concept of mauri and kaitiaki. As
Kaitiaki it is our responsibility to speak for and protect those who cannot speak for
themselves the earth, the trees, water, fish, birds, the crabs, every single element on this
earth which man has not created, is alive. It has wairua (the breath of life) and mauri (life
force).
2.2 Mauri can be described as the life force that is present in all things. Mauri generates
regenerates and upholds creation, binding physical and spiritual elements of all things
together.
2..3 Without mauri things cannot survive. Practices have been developed over many
centuries to maintain the mauri of all parts of the world. Observing these practices involves
the ethic and exercise of kaitiakitanga.
2.4 Kaitiakitanga underpins everything we (iwi) do in ‘our’ world. Kaitiakitanga or
guardianship is inextricably linked to tino rangatiratanga and is a diverse set of
tikanga or practices which result in sustainable management of a resource.
Kaitiakitanga involves a broad set of practices based on a world and
environmental view. The root word is tiaki, to guard or protect, which includes a
holistic environmental management approach which provides for the following:
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1. Restoration of damaged ecological systems
2. Restoration of ecological harmony
3. Ensuring that resources and their usefulness increases
4. Reducing risk to present and future generations
5. Providing for the needs of present and future generations
2.5 Maori through their traditional tribal belief, link ancestral names and events to
landscapes, often associating these [names and events], with the gods themselves and the
very body of our earth parent- Papatuanuku
2.6 Maori shares strong believe, in God the Father [Ranginui] and Earth, the mother
[Papatuanuku].
2.7 The mother is the nurturer, the giver of life. Therefore, everything born of the mother is
alive and has its own life force [mauri]. All elements of the natural environment possess
mauri and all life is related. Mauri is a critical aspect of the spiritual relationship of Māori
with their environment and specific features (such as maunga and waterways) within it.
The condition of these reflects our ability as kaitiaki and predicts our own wellbeing.
2.8 We are all inter-connected, and therefore have a duty to protect and enhance our
natural surroundings, not only for ourselves, but our future generations.
2.9 The arrival of Europeans [Pakeha] has seen not only the loss of Maori land, but also the
pollution of our waterways [streams, lakes, rivers, estuaries, and harbours]. The Pakeha
brought with them an old system, which had caused many diseases and illness regarding
their waste. It was common English practise to dispose of ‘waste’ into moats surrounding
castles, and into streams, rivers and harbours. These practises were continued in their ‘new
land’. Unfortunately, towns were built with the mind-set of disposing waste to water. Maori
living on the Manukau despaired at the despoiling of their harbour, long treasured for its
fisheries.
2.10 Estuaries were favoured for food gathering and provided safe, sheltered waters with an
abundance of fish, shellfish, and birds for eating. Estuaries also gave access to the interior of
the country and its wealth of resources-tall timbered rain forests, abundant bird life, flax
swamps and rivers full of eels.
2.11 Because estuaries were viewed by many European settlers as unproductive
wastelands, estuarine land was reclaimed for harbours, and filled in for pasture, sewerage
schemes and stormwater discharge. Many are still under threat from;
• Excess silt
•

Pollution from sewerage, industrial/ agricultural runoff and stormwater
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•

Invasion by introduced species [plant and animal]

•

Reclamation

•

Extraction of sand and gravel

2.12 Public concern over this environment mess grew. But the Waitangi Tribunal’s report on
the Manukau Claim in 1985 was the catalyst for major change. It laid the basis for new
relationships between Maori living near the harbour, local government bodies, businesses
and the wider community.
2.13 The Waitangi Tribunal’s Manukau Report of 1985 found that the Crown had failed to
recognise Treaty rights to land and traditional seafood resources and had not provided the
protection promised.
2.14 Maori have been and continue to be part of the development of our towns and cities.
Developments of the landscape are a part of Maori history now also; roading, grazing,
reserves, buildings, reservoirs, construction, quarrying, wastewater/stormwater disposal.
Some and such developments have not always been supported by tangata whenua. In many
cases these developments have damaged or destroyed significant sites and failed to
recognise the values held by their kaitiaki. Mana whenua have never ceased visiting these
places or appreciating their cultural significance. Maori still share an interest in the on-going
sustainable management.

3. Water/wai
3.1 “Water is the life giver of all things From the source to the mouth of the sea all
things are joined as one” “From sky father (Ranginui) To the earth mother
(Papatuanuku) From the earth mother to the oceans From the oceans back to sky
father”
3.2 All water has mauri (a living energy). It is this mauri which provides for all living
things and every place with a unique disposition. It is therefore imperative that
nothing adversely impacts upon its integrity. Such an action detrimentally affects the
mauri of the resource and consequently the mana, wellbeing and health of the
people. The key here is the importance of not altering the mauri to the extent that it
is no longer recognizable as a healthy component, waiora. The act of discharging
wastewater, including untreated stormwater, into natural water [fresh or harbour],
goes against this very belief.
3.3 The quality of water determines the relationship that the tribe has with its
waters. Environmental degradation, at a national level, has occurred at a large cost and the
physical, chemical, and biological quality of water has deteriorated as a result of both point
source pollution (discharges into a body of water at a single location), and non- point source
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pollution (contamination from diffuse sources). The waters of Tamaki [and Waikato] regions
have been modified to support economic gains, and the impacts of poor management
practices are increasingly being seen. As a result, human impacts such uses as
farming/agriculture, wastewater treatment, damming, horticulture, urban development,
stormwater, and forestry conversions have modified natural water flows and the degree of
contaminants that a water body receives, resulting in a decrease in water quality.
3.4 Ngati Tamaoho hold on to the belief that water is pure when it leaves the heavens, and
with today’s technology and in the ever-increasing pollution created by man that there
should be a natural treatment train approach to retain the cleanliness of the wai [water]
from the skies to the sea.
3.5 The waters of the Auckland region have been modified to support economic gains, and
the impacts of previous poor management practices are increasingly being seen. As a result,
human impacts from such uses as farming/agriculture, wastewater discharges, damming,
horticulture, urban development, alterations to the natural hydrology (straightening/piping)
of rivers and streams, draining swamps and forestry conversions have modified natural
water flows and increased the degree of contaminants that a water body receives resulting
in a decrease in water quality of rivers and streams.
3.6 Water is a fundamental component for all dimensions of life. Water not only sustains
life, but also serves an economic, social, cultural, spiritual, and political purpose. Regardless
of the significance of water, the increase in water contamination by cities, industries, and
agriculture/horticulture has led to the deterioration of the mauri of water.
3.7 Ngati Tamaoho does not accept that because a natural waterway has been previously
“straightened” by previous landowners, that it becomes a “drain” or a “ditch”, it still has
water flowing within it, water that still has mauri [life]. The interfering of a natural
waterway, while altering its natural state does not alter that which flows through it. Also,
we do not accept that because an area of swamp, wetland or stream has become degraded
through past land use [cows, horticulture] that when developing, this becomes the “base
line”. It is possible to restore and enhance any degraded waterway through the
development process. It is usually only a matter of willingness on behalf of the applicant and
council to achieve this.
3.8 Ngati Tamaoho aspires to have waters that are drinkable, swimmable, and fishable. The
ability to have drinkable and fishable water is limited by a number of factors such as the
concentrations of E. coli, eutrophication, suspended sediments, arsenic and mercury and
stormwater runoff contaminants.
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4. Sustainable Development
4.1 Ngati Tamaoho promotes sustainable development, and believe, that all new
development should in some, if not most ways, be self-reliant and self-sustainable.
4.2 There are many options for sustainability, with solar panels and green roofs to roof
water capture for re-use and groundwater recharge being among a few.
4.3 Each new development should be considering “where is my power coming from” and
“how can we not waste any of the good clean water that falls from the sky”.
4.4 And “how can this development enhance the environment”
4.5 Sustainable also includes the retention of landscapes, cultural, visual and archaeological,
enhancement of streams, bush areas, flora and fauna.

5. Stormwater
5.1 Stormwater is a term commonly used in today’s climate as referring to all water run-off,
both clean [ie from roof tops] to contaminated [from roads, access ways, silt etc].
5.2 The past practice with “stormwater” has been to get it all into a pipe and out of the way
as fast as possible, usually draining into curb and channel, a cess pit then piped into the
nearest waterway. The Auckland Region continues to lose around 6km of natural stream per
annum to development. There is currently 6,500km of piped network and 8,300km of
streams within the Auckland Region. Ngati Tamaoho does not support the piping of natural
waterways and encourages the “day-lighting” and “naturalizing” of streams wherever
possible.
5.3 Water is a precious resource that has been “wasted” for many years. This is not
sustainable practice. The environmental practices pertaining to our natural water resource
must become implemented if there is to be water both on and under the ground for our
future generations.
5.4 Our aquifer and ground water resources are slowly depleting and becoming polluted at a
fastening rate as our population continues to grow. While not necessarily “taking
groundwater” new houses continuing to be built are taking away the earth’s natural way of
recharge by way of pervious covering. Each new dwelling, road, cycle/pedestrian way
prevents rainwater from naturally permeating through the ground. Then there is the
practice of soak pits for contaminated road runoff with no prior treatment adding to
groundwater pollution.
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6. Treatment of contaminants within Stormwater
6.1 Water and water quality is such an important part of life for all, and as such new
approaches to treating contaminated road runoff and stormwater in general are constantly
being looked into and methods becoming more “natural”.
6.2 The mixing of clean roof water runoff and contaminated road water is now considered a
wasted resource, and often the cause of stormwater devices becoming “inundated” during
heavy rainfall, leading to further pollution and erosion of natural waterways.
6.3 Often in the common “stormwater pond” the sediments that have “dropped out” during
the “settlement” phase within the ponds; are “re-suspended’ during heavy rain fall and
inundation, and so all those contaminants become “mobile” again and are flushed out of
the pond and into the water ways, making the pond in-effective, and a source of
contaminants.
6.4 The “treatment train” approach is promoted as current best practice as this promotes at
source retention, provides quality contaminant removal, less inundation at the final stage,
ensures the cost is more evenly spread, and easier to maintain.
6.5 The treatment train approach includes methods such as roof water detention on site via
rain tanks, and or, soakage pits, where clean rainwater can be reused or used to recharge
the underground water systems as first treatment, then road water to vegetated swale
and/or rain-garden, and then to a wetland for a final “polish”. Natural stream greenways are
being designed into natural waterways instead of piping to produce a more natural look,
and further treatment. This is particularly important when creating a “coastal or stream
outfall”, natural vegetated, semi rocked outfall/flow structures also add additional
treatment and are more natural.

6.6 This option shows a rain tank to collect rain water from the roof, recharge to ground,
rain garden at source, either piped or transferred via vegetated swale to a swale/wetland
public system prior to discharge to a waterway.
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6.7 This diagram shows a commercial site, with residential flowing through swale systems
down to a vegetated swale/wetland device prior to discharge to a waterway.
The “treatment train” approach is promoted as current best practice as this promotes at
source retention, provides quality contaminant removal, less inundation at the final stage,
ensures the cost is more evenly spread, and easier to maintain.

6.8 Ngati Tamaoho promotes the regeneration of any wetland [even if degraded] as
wetlands featured prominently in the past as nature’s natural filters.
6.9 Rain gardens/swales for contaminated road water retention/detention, underground
Stormwater 360 or Hynds Up-Flo devices can be used where a site is already developed if
space is available and then a wetland or attenuation device [large vegetated dry swale
system] for a final “polish”.

6.10 This system is currently best International practice; it serves to reduce initial runoff by
infiltrating the first 10mm back into source, while containing contaminants, and adding to
the recharge of the ground water. This also lessens volumes to device, which improves the
function of the treatment device.
6.11 Green roofs are also becoming popular mainly in overseas countries, and where
pollution is a problem, the green roof concept not only adds to more oxygen being
produced but to the health and well-being of people who can grow their own vegetables,
fruit trees etc.
6.12 It is important to note that as time goes by technologies change and monitoring has
time to gather data and gain understandings of how stormwater is best treated.
6.13 At the very least Ngati Tamaoho expects all cess pits to be fitted with a “litter trap” or
“enviro-pod”. These devices fit easily into a cess pit, and have been designed to fit under the
grate for easy convenient installation and cleaning. This is generally more acceptable when
development is being retrofitted into difficult to mitigate areas.
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Rural stormwater
6.14 Some of our worst pollution can come from rural land, depending on the land-use
practices. Some of the intensive farming practices of today, with feed pads, additional feed,
lots of fertilizer and water use, are particularly damaging to waterways if they are not
riparian fenced [at least 10 meters]
6.15 Horticulture and feeding a growing massive population is becoming more intense. If
each block of horticulture bare earth does not have a bund around the outside, and silt
traps [large holes] to collect erosion runoff in a rain event, the consequences to the
environment can be devastating. Not only is there a loss of productive top soil to the
farmer, but tons of silt erosion runoff enter our waterways streams and harbours. Many
rural activities in the past has seen farmers “realign” a waterway so it doesn’t run through
the middle of a field. This new waterway is then immediately labeled a “ditch” or drain, and
sadly treated as such by farmers and developers alike.
6.16 At the very least all waterways, including ditches and drains, should be fenced [if
animals are present] and riparian planted to between 5-10 meters to ensure good filtration
of all that is placed upon the ground.
6.17 Water is usually in high demand for these land use practices.
6.18 Forestry also has the ability to produce severe environmental effects as tracks are cut
through the sides of gullies for access, with often a waterway at the bottom, and very rarely
is a silt fence put in place. Often only the good saleable logs are removed leaving behind all
the “rubbish” to rot away to be washed away over time.
6.19 Agriculture, horticulture and forestry are all permitted rural activities within District
and Regional Plans. While there are rules around “earthworks”, they are in the
“earthworks” section, and unfortunately are not considered relevant to a lot of farmers, as
growing and harvesting trees, and growing food is not considered to be earthworks.
6.20 As in the above section on Urban development, riparian margins, silt traps, bunds and
silt fences, are equally important in a rural environment.
6.21 All rain prior to habitation of humans was naturally filtered through something before
entering a waterway, even though it falls pure from the sky. Ngati Tamaoho does not accept
that because a natural waterway has been previously “straightened” by previous
landowners, that it becomes a “drain” or a “ditch”, it still has water flowing within it, water
that still has mauri [life].
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7. Groundwater Recharge
7.1 Groundwater recharge is vital to retain base flows within streams, and to keep aquifers
recharged. In some areas [depending on soil type] rainwater can take between 1-100 years
to seep down into aquifer]. Stream base recharge does not take so long.
7.3 Piping of any water flow lowers the base flow of a stream, piping causes higher peak
flows, and lower base flows. Impervious cover also has a devastating effect on stream base
flow health. Up to 25% impervious cover of any site reduces base flow by 50%. Up to 50%
and over of impervious cover of an area totally negates the ability for stream base flow
recharge [Dr. Tom Schueller]
7.2 Our Maunga [mountains] and Tuff rings are a direct avenue for groundwater recharge
because of their porous nature and it is therefore imperative that they are not built upon or
modified so they can continue to function as they are intended.

8. Native Trees and Plants
8.1 Native trees and biodiversity are what make New Zealand unique. Prior to the arrival of
Europeans, native trees were abundant, and used only following Karakia [prayer] and for
specific purposes. To Mana Whenua these old trees were Tupuna Taonga, living entities that
commanded respect.
8.2 Following the arrival of Europeans, entire Regions were “clear felled” then burnt for
both the profit from the trees that were not only used for building houses within the
country, but exported by the ship full, then the land turned into farm land. Imagine the
greed of being able to destroy thousands of hectares of forest, hundreds and thousands of
years old, there for “the taking.”
8.3 Sadly this attitude prevails today in some instances, and even our current and proposed
Council Plans to not offer “blanket protection” to these remaining old trees. Each tree has
to be individually protected if not within a covenant.
8.4 Ngati Tamaoho believes that all trees over 200 years old should be automatically
protected.
8.5 There are so many exotic plants and trees within our society today, and not all of them
are welcomed. Some have proven to be pests, while others drop their leaves in the autumn
and block stormwater infrastructure, while adding to the nitrate content within the
waterways.
8.6 There are also a lot of “hybrid” trees and plants around, as people meddle with nature
to achieve “better looking’’ or “producing” trees/plants.
8.7 It is distressing to see areas denuded of original flora. Some areas were specifically
named because of a particular tree species that thrived there, only today to find not even
one still flourishing.
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8.8 Ngati Tamaoho support and promote the use of “eco-sourced” [whakapapa sourced]
trees and plants within their rohe, to achieve the outcome of original species returned to
the area from locally sourced seed.
8.9 This in turn promotes the return of the native bird and insect species back into the
immediate and surrounding environment.

9. Te Aranga Design Principles.
9.1 Te Aranga Design Principals- The design principles referred to here have been developed
during a number of projects over recent times. These principals have been adopted by
Auckland Council and are being applied to all projects with iwi involvement within the
Auckland Region.
9.2 Ngati Tamaoho seek that this project endorses the adoption of these principles as a way
to incorporate Ngati Tamaoho values and outcomes into the design of elements of the
project and during future consultation on this project we expect these principles to be
fundamental to be applied wherever possible to underpin Iwi connections to these
significant areas.
9.3 The principals are as follows
· Mana – Treaty based relationships Iwi require high level Treaty based relationships with
all key stakeholders including local and regional Councils as well as Council Controlled
Organisations which recognise their Tangata Whenua status in order to fulfil their roles as
kaitiaki. Such relationships can then inform Iwi participation in collaborative design and
development processes. Such relationships are a precursor to actualising the other 6
principles:
· Whakapapa - Names / naming - Ancestral names provide entry points for exploring
historical narratives, tupuna and critical events relating to development sites.
· Tohu – the wider cultural landscape Acknowledge wider significant Iwi land marks and
their ability to inform the design of projects. Such Tohu can include wāhi tapu, maunga,
awa, puna and ancestral kainga.
· Taiao - Natural environments - Exploring opportunities to bring natural landscape
elements back into urban /modified areas – trees, water – insects, birds, aquatic life,
Mahinga kai (food gathering areas) allow for active kaitiakitanga.
· Mauri tū – environmental health Ensuring emphasis on maintaining or enhancing
environmental health / life essence of the wider site – in particular focussing on the quality
of wai / water (puna / springs), whenua /soil and air.
· Mahi toi – Creative endeavour Drawing on names, local tohu and appropriate plant
species to develop strategies to creatively re-inscribe iwi narratives into architecture,
interior design, landscape, urban design and public art. Iwi designers and artists are readily
available to assist in such collaborative projects.
· Ahi kā – Visibility / living presence Need to explore opportunities to facilitate living
presences for iwi / hapu to resume ahi-kā and kaitiaki roles.
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10. Planning rules and regulations
10.1 All Districts/Regions within New Zealand must have a “Plan”. Within these Plans are
the visions, objectives, policies and rules for each Region/District.
10.2 Each Plan has to have development standards and methods with rules for achieving the
“desired” outcome. All rules within these Plans are a “minimum requirement”.
10.3 Unfortunately, the bare minimum does not give an adequate outcome for the
environment.
10.4 Ngati Tamaoho believes that the minimum is a starting point, not an aspiration and
promotes that more than the minimum be applied to development and outcomes. The
“minimum requirement” is just that, a very bottom line, and in order to enhance and
maintain our current base line of slowly declining air, land and water quality, more than the
minimum needs to be provided for.
10.5 Another difficult part of Plans is the “permitted base line”. This takes into effect the
current condition of the wetland/stream/estuary, which is usually highly degraded form
past and current land use. This is becoming an unacceptable line for Ngati Tamaoho. There
is not a wetland/stream or estuary in any Region in the country that cannot be enhanced
and improved if a developer is willing. The use of “permitted base lines” as a starting point
or a measure to be upheld is not good for future sustainability.

11. Landscapes
11.1 Landscapes are of particular value to Ngati Tamaoho. They are part of who we are and
define history. It is imperative that our landscapes are identified and preserved. This
includes view shafts and hilltops, tuff rings and ridge lines.
11.2 In order to achieve sight lines and protection of ridgelines and hilltops, height
restrictions, and setbacks may need to be implemented. As already mentioned tuff rings are
also an important part of our landscapes, they are not only outstanding geological features
worthy of protection but are a valuable source of groundwater recharge.
11.3 Flood plains and reclaimed swamps are also an integral part of our landscape. They all
at one time were wetlands/swamps that not only performed great ecological benefit but
were also a valuable source of food. They also served as places where “Taonga” was buried
for safe keeping. As development “progresses” these areas are drained, built up and
modified. These areas should be retained and returned to their natural state. This not only
benefits the environment by creating habitat for our declining native species, but also adds
huge wellbeing benefits to the people living around the area. These places once returned to
their natural state then provide treatment from any sediments and contaminants so they do
not reach the streams, estuaries and coastal areas. Visual amenity has been recognized as
being necessary for the physical, emotional and spiritual wellbeing of humans.
11.4 Streams, tributaries, estuaries, coastlines, springs, all form part of the cultural
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landscape and their preservation, protection and enhancement is paramount. A minimum
20-meter setback/riparian edge is promoted for all stream, estuarine and coastal
boundaries. As these areas usually provide for pedestrian/cycle paths, a 20meter riparian
setback is required to provide for proper riparian enhancement.
11.5 Ngati Tamaoho promotes the use of “park edge” roads around streams and
coastal/estuarine environments. This leaves the amenity visually available to the public
while discouraging rubbish and garden refuse being “dumped” over back fences.
11.10 Back fences should be no more than 1.2 meters high, to ensure sight and safety for
park edge users.

12. Wastewater
Waiohua has always advocated for land disposal sewage treatment systems or in
conjunction with a land disposal component, so as long as it is seen to go through the land
for Papatuanuku to spiritually cleanse before entering waterways.
•

Statements made by elders during the Manukau Harbour hearings enlighten us of
the principles, which have dominated from the very beginning and provided the
foundation for later environmental controls and customary practices (tikanga).

•

“We were taught a respect for the sea, the sea gods and for Kaiwhare the guardian
spirit of the Manukau who wreaked havoc on transgressors. We were told of the
maintenance of the laws of the sea through tapu and rahui (with their self-imposed
punishments by whaka hawea and Maori mate). “We were introduced to rules that
compelled quietness at sea and prohibited food on the water, gutting fish at sea or
opening shellfish, lighting fires or cooking on the shoreline. Bathing was prohibited in
certain places at certain times and urinating in the water was prohibited at all times.
We were told how the people used kits not sacks, never dragged the kits over
shellfish beds, dug only with their hands, replaced upturned rocks, and never took
more than their needs. We were given brief references to incantations and rituals
(still practised by many). The reading of signs was a specialised art, the reading being
taken from wave patterns, fish breaking the waves, shellfish digging deeper into the
bed, bird movements and the growth or blooms of trees. The appropriate places for
collecting various fish and shellfish according to seasonal migratory and spawning
and feeding habits”
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13. Managing Effects
13.1 In managing the effects of a resource use or activity, regardless of the magnitude,
frequency, or duration of the effect, Ngati Tamaoho considers that it is necessary to provide
a net benefit when considering social, economic, environmental, spiritual and cultural
impacts – to strive for environmental enhancement. Therefore, it is necessary to suitably
manage any effects so that effects are avoided, remedied, minimized, mitigated, or
balanced.
13.2 For Ngati Tamaoho, this is essentially a hierarchy where the first way to manage an
effect is to avoid the effect, the second way is to remedy the effect, and so on through to
suitably balancing the effect, what some may call offset mitigation. In managing effects
consideration needs to be given to:
. (a) Avoid: is there any way to manage the effects to a point where they can be avoided
(i.e. no effect occurs)?
. (b) Remedy: can the effect be managed to the point that it is eliminated (e.g. cleaning
discharges to water so that the water discharge is of a suitable quality)?
. (c) Minimize: is there a way to minimize the effect so that the effect is no longer of
sufficient frequency or magnitude to cause Ngati Tamaoho any concern?
. (d) Mitigate: if the effects cannot be adequately avoided, remedied, or minimized, is there
something that can be done to mitigate or offset the effect to create a benefit not
directly linked to the proposed resource use or activity. (e.g. an effect of discharge to
water being offset by additional riparian planting or wetland restoration).
. (e) Balance: when taking all the effects into consideration, and considering the relative
weight of the effects to Ngati Tamaoho, do the positive effects adequately balance
out the negative effects, and provide environmental enhancement? 13.3 Only Ngati
Tamaoho can determine whether effects are suitably balanced for Ngati Tamaoho.
13.4 Generally, where mitigation is proposed, this should be closely linked to the
site of the resource use or activity and relatively balance out the negative effect.
13.5 Only Ngati Tamaoho can determine what, from a Ngati Tamaoho perspective,
constitutes a suitable way to avoid, remedy, minimize, mitigate, or balance effects
caused from a resource use or activity. 13.6 The ‘highest target or measure’ could
be a target or measure applied by Ngati Tamaoho, a community, a local authority,
the resource user or activity owner, or central government. Regardless, Ngati
Tamaoho is generally supportive of the highest target or measures being applied to
best achieve objectives. Ngati Tamaoho encourages the on- going use of the best
practicable option being applied when considering targets or measures.
13.3 Where consents are granted for a resource use or an activity that may continue to have
an adverse effect on the social, economic, cultural, spiritual or environmental wellbeing of
Ngati Tamaoho, a precautionary approach is encouraged.
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13.4 This includes but is not limited to ensuring that consents are granted for a term that is
sufficiently short enough to allow for a review and that any effects observed though
monitoring be addressed sufficiently and without delay. This step is an important step when
considering the consent holder needing to apply for a consent renewal.
13.5 Ngati Tamaoho understands that the biggest improvements in consent conditions are
through consent renewals and not consent reviews. Ngati Tamaoho also understands that
less than 1% of consents are reviewed. A consent renewal also means that the existing
resource use or activity is looked at afresh. This is understood to be different to a review
which is undertaken based on the purpose specified within the review.
13.6 The indiscriminate use of indigenous plant material not sourced from local plant
material (i.e. not eco-sourced) for restoration and development rehabilitation projects
continues to alter the natural character of the region and the genetic composition of the
remaining natural plant and animal populations. Such use needs to give consideration to
strengthening the genetic pool of indigenous species.
13.7 Inadequate rural and urban design standards may allow ill-considered designs for
dwellings and other structures to be built in areas of high natural character. This further
detracts from the mauri of the land and weakens the connection with its natural, cultural,
and spiritual foundations.
13.8 Sites and activities of cultural significance define the history of Ngati Tamaoho. The
Auckland rohe has many areas of significance that are associated to the history of its
people, its environment and culture. After the confiscation of Ngati Tamaoho lands and the
subsequent industry and urban development, many known sites of significance were
destroyed, and shifted to the ownership and management of other persons and
organizations. Once Ngati Tamaoho sites are altered or lost, they cannot be replaced and
there is no mitigation that can restore its original significance.
13.9 Therefore, Ngati Tamaoho must protect their waahi tapu and waahi tuupuna for the
benefit of future generations and to acknowledge the sacrifices of tuupuna.

14. The Proposal
Ngati Tamaoho has been commissioned to prepare a Cultural Values Report to inform three
developers who are applying for a Plan Change at Drury to develop a Town Centre. The
developers are Oyster Capital, Kiwi Property and Fulton Hogan.
Ngati Tamaoho has had one presentation, but have received no reports to support this
proposed Plan Change.
Below is a map of the Auckland Council Proposed Plan Change area for Drury / Opaheke,
Pukekohe / Paerata areas.
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15. Conclusions
This is a Cultural Values Assessment only. This report has been prepared to inform the
applicants of Ngati Tamaoho historic associations and environmental values.
Ngati Tamaoho neither supports nor opposes this proposed Plan Change at this point in
time.
Once reports have been prepared and detail design is known, a Cultural Impact Assessment
may need to be prepared if the applicants have not provided for the cultural and
environmental outcomes as set out in this report.

17. Recommendations
While neither supporting nor opposing this proposed Plan Change, these are the
recommendations from our environmental values report that should be provided for within
the detailed design.
•

Proper engagement with Ngati Tamaoho moving forward so that effects can be
managed

•

An MOU is prepared for adoption

•

A minimum of 20meter riparian margin for all waterways especially those to contain
walkways/cycle ways

•

A minimum of a two-treatment train approach for all stormwater prior to discharge
to a waterway

•

Roof water capture for reuse and groundwater recharge

•

Park edge design adjacent to all waterways

•

Native trees/plants only especially within all road ways

•

Ridgelines hilltops and wetlands are protected

•

Te Aranga Principles are included in design concepts

•

More than minimum requirements provided for

•

Sustainable development is reflected in design and outcomes
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